ELEMENT

COMPLIES
(or NA)

PLAYGROUNDS
APPLICABLE
New play areas and altered portions of existing play areas for children
over the age of two shall comply with this section.
EXCEPTION
1. Play areas located in child care facilities where the proprietor
resides are not required to comply.
2. Play components that are relocated in existing play areas for the
purpose of creating safe use zones are not required to comply.
3. Where play components are altered and the ground surface is not
altered, the ground surface is not required to comply with (ground
surfaces).
4. This section does not apply to amusement attractions.
5. Compliance with protruding objects is not required within the
boundary of the play.
6. Compliance with stairs is not required within the boundary of the
play area.
GROUND
Where provided, at least one of each type of ground level components
LEVEL PLAY
shall be provided. Each ground component shall be on an accessible
ELEMENT
route and be linked to accessible play components. Where elevated
play components are provided, ground level ground level components
shall be also be provided.
ELEVATED
At least 50% of the elevated play components shall be on an
PLAY
accessible route. Elevated play components connected by a ramp
COMPONENT
shall be accessible.
ACCESSIBLE
ROUTE

Route width

RAMP

HANDRAILS

TRANSFER
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At least one accessible route, as modified by this section, shall be
provided. Transfer systems shall be permitted to connect elevated
play components.
Location (routes shall connect entry and exit points to play
components, located within boundary of play area)
Headroom (6’-8” min.)
Width of Ground Route (60" min. for large playgrounds, 44” min. for
small playgrounds where 60” turn is allowed at ends of route
segments)
Width of Elevated Route (36" min., 32” min. for max. 24” long
segments)

Route slope (1:20 max. running slope)
Clear width (36” min.)
Ground level ramp slope (1:16 max. running slope)
Elevated ramp slope linking play components (1:12 max. running
slope)
Ramp surface (firm, stable, slip-resistant; no abrupt changes > ¼”)
Landings (min. width = to ramp width; 60” min. length; 60” x 60” min. if
change in direction)
Handrails (required on both sides of ramp; extensions not required)
Handrail height (28" - 30" above ramp surface)
Handrail (1” – 1-1/2” diameter or equivalent gripping surface)
Transfer platforms complying with this section shall be provided where
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ELEMENT
PLATFORM

Transfer
platform

TRANSFER
STEPS

Transfer step

PLAY
COMPONENTS

Clear ground
space

PLAY TABLES

Play table
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COMPLIES
(or NA)

transfer is intended to be from a wheelchair or other mobility device.
Transfer platform size (min. 14" deep x 24” long)
Height (11" - 18" above ground or floor surface)
Transfer space (clear and level, min. 24" x 48" parallel to the transfer
platform, centered)

Transfer steps shall be provided where movement is intended to be
from a transfer platform to a level with an elevated play component
that is located on an accessible route.
Transfer step size (min. 14" deep x 24” long)
Height (max. 8” high riser)

Ground level play components located on accessible routes and
elevated components connected by ramps shall comply with this
section.
Maneuvering area (on same level of play component, level, allows for
60” diameter or T-shaped turn)
Clear ground space (min. 30” x 48” adjacent to play component)

Transfer height to entry point or seat (11” – 24” above the ground)
Where provided for children over the age of 5, shall comply with the
following:
Knee clearance (min. 24” high, 30” wide, 17” deep)
Play table surface rim or surface height (31” max. AFF)
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